
NOTICE
 

POWER SUPPLY SITUATION DURING NKULA 
“A” POWER STATION REHABILITATION, 

MODERNIZATION AND UPRATING IN JUNE 2017

In an effort to minimise power supply interruption during the 
Rehabilitation, Modernization and Uprating of Nkula “A” Hydro 
Power Station Machines,   Millennium Challenge Account - Malawi 
and its Consulting Engineer  have redesigned the coffer dam by 
making provisions for its  construction  without lowering the pond 
at Nkula.

The initial design of the coffer dam required lowering of the pond 
for five (5) days in June to allow for construction works at Nkula 
“A” Intake thereby making 124MW from both Nkula “A” and “B” 
Power Stations unavailable to ESCOM. In this regard, ESCOM went 
ahead and informed its customers about the impending shortfall in 
electricity supply and encouraged them to plan accordingly.

However, with this development, a total of 100MW from Nkula B 
Power Plant will be made available to ESCOM during the five days in 
June. Only 24MW generated by Nkula “A” Power Station will not be 
available during the five days and throughout the entire period of 
the rehabilitation thus from June 2017 to July 2018 unless otherwise 
stated. 

The impact of the rehabilitation works on ESCOM customers during 
the five days in June will therefore be reduced due to this change in 
the works design which has resulted in the availability of  100MW 
from Nkula “B” Power Station.

ESCOM has since put in place measures to minimise the impact of 
the taking out of the 24MW from Nkula “A” Power Station. Among 
other short term interventions, ESCOM will enhance the sale of 
Light Emitting Diodes (LED) bulbs through which a saving of close 
to 40MW is expected. Additionally, ESCOM will be getting a total 
of 8MW of electrical energy from neighbouring Mozambique to 
supply some of the border towns in Malawi.

We will continue to engage all stakeholders and customers and give 
updates on the status of electricity supply during the rehabilitation 
period.

Meanwhile, we encourage our customers to use electricity sparingly 
and use energy efficient appliances to minimise the impact of the 
outage of Nkula A. 

MANAGEMENT


